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         Davis Makes 
Lipton Cup History

text by Jason Acar
pics by Trevor Wilkins

Over one hundred years ago, sailors took 
to Table Bay to compete for a prestigious 
gift, and in 2009 the battle for the treasure 
continued in the Eden Island Lipton Cup, at 
the Royal Cape Yacht Club (RCYC) from 21 
to 28 August.

Greg Davis was the favourite going into 
the event after taking three successive wins. 
Davis had changed clubs since 2008, joining 
hosts RCYC to give the defending club, 

Theewater Sports Club, a chance to bring 
through young sailors.

Team Shosholoza skipper Mark Sadler 
was back on board the Royal Natal Yacht Club 
entry Orion Challenger, with the hopes of 
claiming the prize after three years of fi nishing 
second best, and of becoming the fi rst Durban 
entry to win the cup for 27 years.

What makes the Lipton Cup different is 
the fact that only L26 yachts compete, putting 

everyone on the same level, and no discards 
means every race is important. The winning 
club also gets to decide where the next 
challenge will take place.

Racing got underway on Sunday with 
daily races of no less then 12 nautical miles 
scheduled until the Friday.

As expected Davis, onboard Daly’s 
Insurance, got off to a flying start and 
comfortably secured a victory in tough windy 
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conditions, which suited the local sailors.
“The conditions were beautiful and I was very happy with the result,” 

Davis said.
Sadler had to overcome a leaking boat in the race, but somehow 

came in second. But the surprise of the day was the young crew on Fish 
Hoek Beach Sailing Club’s Intasure, who grabbed third place.

“We aimed for a top fi ve fi nish at the start and sailed between third 
and fourth place for the whole race. It was just an incredible day of 
racing,” said 25-year-old skipper Andrea Giovannini, who came into the 
event after taking second place in the Western Province Championships 
a week earlier.

After the excitement of day one, beautiful weather destroyed the 
second day with light conditions forcing the Principal Race Offi cer Doug 
Alison to call off the race.

The second race fi nally took place on day three and it was a case of 
business as usual for Davis as they again secured a comfortable victory. 
Sadler enjoyed a trouble free day but still couldn’t catch the leader and 
remained in second place. Intasure continued their astonishing run with 
another third place.

Light conditions were predicted throughout the rest of the week and 
sailors needed to complete one more course for the event to be declared 
a regatta. On day four, despite a late start, there was just enough for 
the third required race to run. It was a dramatic affair, with both leaders 
suffering poor starts. Sadler hit another boat and thus had to head to the 
back of the fl eet, while Davis and his crew found themselves in eighth 
place at the fi rst mark.

However, the defending champion steadily moved to the front and 
held on once again, but a courageous display from the Royal Natal team 
saw them claw through the fl eet into fourth place to avoid a complete 
disaster. The Fish Hoek crew held off the highly experienced crew on 
Orion to secure another third place fi nish, and were just one point behind 
Sadler.

The Orion Challenger skipper tried to stay optimistic, saying: 
“Anything can still happen, but we have to beat a boat that has won all 
three races so far, so we are going to have to fi nd something special.”

The winners enjoying 
the spoils of victory.

Above. Mark Sadler took the RNYC entry to second place overall.

Right. The winning boat sailing for the Royal cape Yacht Club.
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He didn’t get a chance to mount a comeback on day fi ve though, 
when another race was chalked off due to the weather. With just one 
race left, Davis only needed to fi nish sixth or better to win, but worse 
forecasts were predicted on the fi nal day and an abandoned race 
would give Davis the win.

As per the predictions, sailors waited anxiously for one more shot 
and just when their hopes began to fade, the late afternoon produced 
enough for a race to get underway.

Davis suffered a bad start and Daly’s was sucked into the pack 
while Sadler shot off to take the lead. Daly’s chased from behind in fi fth 
place, dangerously close to destroying their hard work, as the event 
drew to a nail-biting climax. But conditions were not steady and with 
Sadler agonisingly close to the fi nish, the race was abandoned.

The win gave Davis his fourth consecutive title and with eight wins 
under his belt, he is now the most successful skipper in the history of 
the event. Co-skipper Rae picked up his fi rst and was delighted as they 
lifted the prestigious trophy and let off fountains of champagne on the 
boat.

“It is my fi rst Lipton Cup win as a skipper and it was great. It would 
have been nice to have more sailing, but we dominated and we are 
happy,” said Rae.

A visibly disappointed Sadler congratulated the winners and will 
now go back to the drawing board to plan for the event next year.

“We didn’t achieve any of the goals we set, and we’re very 
disappointed. We will now have to look at everything and fi nd out 
why we keep coming second,” said Sadler. “We need to do something, 
maybe we need another boat, but we can’t keep coming second 
forever.”

Intasure far exceeded their expectations with an overall third place 
and pledged to return with the same team next year to push for an even 
better result.   

Above and right. Phew! The racing was close and tight.

Results

1  Royal Cape Yacht Club  Daly’s Insurance  Greg Davis
2  Royal Natal Yacht Club  Orion Challenger  Mark Sadler
3  Fish Hoek Beach Sailing Club  Intasure Insurance Brokers  Andrea Giovanni
4  Point Yacht Club  PYC/ Eikos  Craig Millar
5  Theewater Sports Club  Dalys  James Largier
6  Lake Denys Yacht Club  La Dique  Brandon Smith
7  Imperial Yacht Club  Dynamic ID Systems  Dale Kushner
8  Transvaal Yacht Club  Bumbo  Ewald Sternagel
9  Knysna Yacht Club  Parasailor/Warlock  Ian Slatem
10  Hermanus Yacht Club  JML 3/Audi  Theo Yon
11  University of Cape Town Yacht Club  Team UCT  Oliver Hobson
12  Algoa Bay Yacht Club  Aon Challenger  Kerry Bonnage
13  False Bay Yacht Club  Hooligan  Zac Liel-Cock
14  Walvis Bay Yacht Club  Elsumo  Bjorn Geiger
15  Zeekoevlei Yacht Club  RaceAhead  Leo Davis
16  Cape Radio Yacht Club  Slaley  Judy Provoyeur
17  Diocesan College Yacht Club  JML 1/Cybersmart  Mathew Bell
18  Milnerton Aquatic Club  Team Macnifi cent Hitachi  Brent Grey
19  Traditional Boat Association  Eko Energy SA  Rodney Tanner
20  Defence Yacht Club (KZN)  JML 2  Marcello Burricks
21  Mossel Bay Yacht Club  Mossel Bay Challenger  Dave Garrard
22  Defence Yacht Club (WC)  Bertha’s Restaurant  Sean Summerfi eld
23  Port Owen Yacht Club  Refl ections  Mark Schosbee
24  Defence Yacht Club (Boland)  Dona Mia Always  Kenwin Daniels
25  Saldanha Bay Yacht Club  Esmeralda  Bernard Farmer
26  Clube Naval De Maputo  Cape Agulhas  Miguel Tiago
27  Gordons Bay Yacht Club  Cape Waste Paper  Jan Delport
28  Free State Yacht Club  Colour of Magic  Lourens Ferreira
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